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	Player_Name: 
	Occupation: Lawyer
	Residence: Boston
	Birthplace: Boston
	Age: 31
	Investigator_Name: Jonathan Crown
	DEX: 65
	POW: 70
	CON: 60
	APP: 75
	EDU: 75
	INT: 70
	DEX_half: 32
	POW_half: 35
	CON_half: 30
	APP_half: 37
	EDU_half: 37
	SIZ_half: 32
	INT_half: 35
	DEX_fifth: 13
	POW_fifth: 14
	CON_fifth: 12
	APP_fifth: 15
	EDU_fifth: 15
	SIZ_fifth: 13
	INT_fifth: 14
	MaxHP: 12
	MaxMP: 14
	Sanity_Start: 70
	Sanity_Max: 99
	TempInsane: Off
	MajorWound: Off
	SIZ: 65
	CurrentHP: 12
	LuckTotal: 55
	CurrentSanity: 70
	CurrentMP: 14
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	MOV: 8
	DamageBonus: +1D4
	Build: +1
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	Weapon_Name1: 
	Personal_Description: 
	1: and detail oriented. Has a strong work ethic and is very
	2: focused on his career. Has a good sense of humor but
	3: keeps it close to the vest.
	0: Young, motivated, well organized

	Ideology: 
	0: Believes strongly in the letter of the law.
	1: Has no specific religious affiliation but would identify 
	2: himself as catholic. Is skeptical about anything he can not 
	3: test and varify though conventional means.

	SignificantPeople: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 

	MeaningfulLocations: 
	0: His seventh floor corner office
	1: on Washington Street in Boston.
	2: 
	3: 

	TreasuredPossessions: 
	1: hidden in his office.
	2: 
	3: 
	4: 
	0: Decanter of brandy he keeps

	Traits: 
	0: Tall, handsom and charming.
	1: Has a way of endearing himself
	2: to others esily. Is very helpful and 
	3: has a genuin empathy for others.

	InjuriesScars: 
	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
	3: 
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	0: 
	1: 
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	3: 
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	0: 
	1: 
	2: 
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	1: 
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	0: 
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	5: 
	6: 
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	8: 
	9: 

	Gear_Right: 
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	3: 
	4: 
	5: 
	6: 
	7: 
	8: 
	9: 
	0: 

	Cash: 80
	SpendingLevel: 20
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